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I. Introduction

Barr° (1974) has demonstrated that in tile presence of an operative

bequest motive the composition of governments finances between current taxes

and bonds, holding the total expenditure ''Idget constant, does not affect

consumption and welfare even with finite 1:'.E-.-Imes His argument is that in

the presence of perfect capital markets any substitution of debt for current

taxes will be totally undone by appropriate adjustments in the bequests left

by parents to their children. Recognizing that any decrease in current

taxes will have to be repaid with interest by some future generation,

individuals increase their bequests by the amount necessary to maintain the

welfare of their offsprings and their own at previous levels. As a

consequence a substitution of debt for taxes does not affect individual

W(' lfare and the time profile of consumption. Ihis result which came to be

known as the Ricardian equivalence proposition or as the neo Ricardian

hypothesis spawned a continuing debate.

As recognized by Barro (1974) ar important qualification to the

Ricardian equivalence proposition is . it holds only as long as

individuals desire to leave a positive or zero bequest. When their

circumstances are such that they desire to borrow against the labor income

of their offsprings and to leave, therefore, a neKative bequest, individuals

are constrained to leave a zero bequest since under existing institutions

there is no mechanism through which they can obligate the labor income of
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their children.
1
 It would therefore seem important to determine whether

most individuals are bequest constrained or not when trying to form an

opinion about the applicability of the Ricaran equivalence proposition.

Although no direct investigation of the extent to which individuals are

effpctively constrained has been (as far as T know) conducted to date the

..tylt.tvd reupouuo to thin qunutiou IN thut to vicw .r quuuilileN

of wealth left by each generation to the subsequent one, it seems reasonable

to presume that the average individual is nonbequest constrained.

The main point of this note is that even if the average individual in

the economy is nonbequest constrained, most individuals may prefer debt to

lump-sum taxes in the presence of uncertainty about health and the timing of

death. A related consequence is that an increasf, in the proportion of the

budget financed by debt causes an increase in current consumption and crowds

out some capital. This result doer, not depend on the attitudes of

individuals towards risk. By contrast, Burj, Monkiw and Zeldes (1986)

1
Cukierman and Meltzer (1986) and to some extent Drazen (1978) analyze the

circumstances for which individuals are likely to be bequest constrained.

Cukierman and Meltzer also argue that government debt is a device used

collectively by the bequest constrained individuals of the current

generation to obligate the income of future generations. Weil (1986) shows

that when the bequest motive is smaller than some critical threshhold the

typical individual is bequest constrained.
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obtain a similar result in the presence of _Lcome uncertainty only when some

restrictions are imposed on the utility function and provided taxes are non

lump sum.
2

The basic idea of the paper is simple. Individuals that live longer

need more consumption during old age both because they consume for more

periods as well as because they are more likely to get sick and to require

larger doses of health and other types of care. Therefore, other things the

same, an individual who lives longer is more likely to become bequest

constrained. Since there is uncertainty about. the timing of death as well

as about health most, if not all, individuals know that there is some

critical level of longevity above which they will be bequest constrained and

below which they will be nonbequest constrtinJed. In the first case they

prefer debt to taxes and their consumption tn old increases in response to

a substitution of government debt for taxes. In the second case they are

indifferent to the debt-tax mix and their consumption is not affected by a

change in this mix. However, the attitude of a typical individual towards

the debt-tax mix is determined while he is alive before he knows the length

of his life. Suppose he is a Von-Neuman utility maximizer. Given the

2
Some of the literature argues that risk aversion may alter the Ricardian

equivalence proposition. However, it is not always clear that risk aversion

produces a positive wealth effect of government bonds on consumption. See

for example Sweeney (1985).
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existing debt-tax mix the individual knows that in some states of nature he

will be bequest constrained and in others he will not be. In the latter

case he will be indifferent to the debt tax mix, but in the first case he

will prefer a larger proportion of debt. An increase in the debt to tax mix

increases his expected utility since it does not affect his utility in the

states in which he is nonbequest constrained and increases it in 'states in

which he is bequest constrained. Hence as long as there is even a tiny

positive probability that the individual will live long enough or will be

sufficiently sick to exhaust all his resources prior to death he prefers

debt to tax financing of the government bueg.E:t 
3

A related consequence is that a shift towards more debt financing or an

increase in social security benefits increases the consumption of old

individuals who live sufficiently long to become bequest constrained and

crowds out some capital.

31f, as in Yaari (1965) or Blanchard (1985) private markets provide

actuarily fair insurance against such unanticipated shocks to longevity or

health the preference for debt disappears. I assume Chat due to moral

hazard and transaction costs such insurance is not fully available. This

assumption seems particularly realistic the case of health risks. Since

partial availability of insurance weaken, t does not change the nature of

the main result, the analysis in the text is conducted under the assumption

that insurance is not available.



The overlapping generations model used to illustrate those results is

presented in section II. The effect of uncertain lifetimes and health on

attitudes towards debt financing is investigated in section III and its

effect on aggregate consumption and crowding out of capital in section IV.

1111N in followed by concluding rowlrkn.

II. The Model

Since the neo Ricardian proposition vas originally demonstrated by

Barro (1974) within the framework of Samuelson's (1958) overlapping

generations model, this framework is used here as well. However, the basic

point of the note transcends the particular features of the overlapping

generations model.

The economy is inhabited by a large number of individuals each of whom

lives for two periods. Generation t is young in period t and old in

period t+1. The young of generation t+t overlap with the old of

generation t in period t+1. The number of young and old individuals is

the same and is identical across periods. Individuals work only when young.

When old an individual may get a bequest from his parent which he may use

for second period consumption or as a bequest to his child. Each

individual cares about the welfare of s immediate offspring. All

individuals have the same time invariant utility function.

u[c
1
]+a 

2
t t+1 

z ct+1] + pvt+1, o < p < 1
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2where c
1 

and 
ct+.1 

are consumption of generation t when young and when

old respectively, Vis the maximum expected level of welfare attained

by the immediate offspring and fJ is a discount factor applied by the

parent to the utility of his offspring. u[c] and z[-] have positive

first partial derivatives and negative second partial derivatives each

(positive and decreasing marginal utility of first and second period

consumption). For clarity of exposition the utility function is assumed to

be separable in first and second period of life consumptions.
4

To this

point the attributes of the model and of the utility function are standard

and do not differ much from the framework originally used by Barro (1974) to

demonstrate the neo Ricardian proposition.

Lifetime uncertainty and health risks are introduced through the term

a which is a non negative stochastic variable. By assumption all

individuals outlive their working period with prfect health so that nobody

(lies or gets sick when young. All individuals die in their inactive years

which means in terms of the overlapping generations framework that their

"second period of life" is their last. PI t individuals who benefit from

longer lives get more utility from second period consumption. Thus a
t+1

can be viewed as a proxy for length of life when old. The larger it is the

longer the years lived during old age or during the second period of life

and the higher, therefore, the utility of consumption in that period. An

4
It is argued later that the main point of the note does not depend on this

restriction.
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alternative interpretation is that all .. -Icl-;viduals have the same longevity

but some get more sick than others necessiu,Ling more care and increasing,

therefore, the utility of consumption during old age. Obviously the two

interpretations are not mutually exclusive. This way of. modeling

uncertainty about health and the timing of death has two advantages. First

it reduces a multiperiods problem into a two periods' problem. Second, it

makes it possible to discuss the implications of uncertainty about the

timing of death for the neo Ricardian proposition within the framework in

which this proposition was originally derived.
5

Since an individual is uncertain about his longevity until he actually

dies, the utility of second period consuffotion is not fully revealed while

the individual is alive. This is formally incorporated into the model by

5T
his way of modeling the effects of uncertain lifetimes on the utility of

second period consumption is very similar to that used by Sheshinski and

Weiss (1981). The difference is that they bound the range of a between 0

iind 1 and interpret it as the fraction of potential retirement period that

is actually realized. Since in my framework the utility of second period

consumption is uncertain, even fora given lifetime, because of uncertainty

about health there is no natural upper bounc7 on a. For brevity I refer to

a sometimes as if it reflects only uncertain lifetimes. The reader should

interpret it, however, as arising from both uncertain longevity and

uncertain health during old age.
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assuming that at+1 is not revealed until period t+1. It is also assumed

that

a
t+1 

>0, E
t
a 1
t+ (2)

where 
Etat+1 

istheexpectedvalueaas of period t. Since a
t+1

does not realize until period t+1 the informaion about it is the same at

any time period that precedes period t+1. Therefore E a
+1 

=
t t t-j t+1

for all j > 0.

The first and second period budget. constraints of an individual from

y,eneration t are given respectively by

N 1w
t 
= w

t 
- T

t 
c
t 
+ a

t

(l+r
t
)(B

t
+a

t 
= 

t+1
C
2

+B
t+1 (b)

(3)

where w
t 

is the real wage rate received when young, T
t 

a lump sum tax

paid when young, a
t 

the amount of resources saved in the first period of

GT
he important element in this timing sequence is that the individual gets

to choose his bequest after having observed the realization of his longevity

proxied by at+1. In different words, uncertainty about the utility from

second period consumption is absorbed by the bequest as long as the

individual is not bequest constrained.
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life, B
t 

the bequest received, B
1+1 

the bequest left to generation t+1

at death and r
t 

is the interest rate durirg period t.

With existing institutions individuals cannot borrow against the future

7

labor income of their offsprings which means that bequests left cannot be

negative.
8

Hence

B
t+1 

0

The maximization problem of a typical individual can be written

V El' Max E
t
{u[c

1
] + at+1z[ct+1] + pv

t+1
1 (5)

2

{c
1

 ,c
2 

,a ,B }t t+1 t t+1

subject to the budget constraints in (3a) and (3b) and to the bequest

constraint in equation (4). Using the budget constraints in equations (3)
2 1to express c
t+1 

in terms of c
t 

and B+1. 
substituting the resulting

expression into (5) and noting the recursive structure of equation (5) the

corresponding Lagrangean is

B
t 

is set aside by generation t-1 at the beginning of period t and

received by generation t at the beginning of period t+1. It therefore

carries the interest rate r
t

.
A fuller discussion of this point appears in Cukierman and Meltzer

See also Drazen (1978).

( 198(; ) .
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a
t+1

Vt E Max {u[c
t
]+E

t
z[(1+r )-T

t
413-c

t+1
)-B

t+1
]a

t+1,
{c

1
,B
t t+1

+ X Bt+1 t+P Max E(u[c
1
t+1

1
{c 1 .B +2}

[(1+r)fr -T +B -c
1 

)-B ]at+ t+! t+1 t+1 t+2 t+2 t+2

+
t+1

B ) + p2 Max E (-) + .t+2
1

fc
t+2

,B
t+3

1

(6)

where is the Lagrange multiplier corresponding to the bequest

constraint of generation t.

An individual from generation t gets to pick only c
1

and
t Bt+1.

The first variable is chosen in period t bore ais revealed and the

tealizes. The solution to the
second in period t+1 after a

t4-1

individual's decision problem is obtained by applying the principle of

kickward dynamic programming solving firs fo- his opt imal bequest in period

tli taking first period consumption as gv-n. This yields an optimal value

of B
t+1 for each realization of a

t+1
. From the vantage point of period

B
t+ is therefore a known function of a

t+1. 
But since in that period

is unknown, the choice of B
t+1 

is also a stochastic variable whose

precise realization is unknown in t. The conditional expected values in

equation (6) take this known dependence of B
t+1 

on a
t+1 

into



cuw.ideratIon. poriod conNumption I i holk determined by equntif*; the

marginal utility of first period consumptjo;:i with the expected value, as of

t, of second period consumption.

The fact that 
Bt+11 

is determined after the realization of 
t+1 

has

the following intuitive interpretation. If the individual lives more (less)

than the average life expectancy, or is sicker (healthier) than expected,

Ills utility from second-period consumption is larger (smaller) than this

utility when his longevity or health do not deviate from the mean. He

therefore adjusts his second-period consumption and the bequest to be left

to the next generation accordingly. More fcvmally B 4.1 is determined by

the solution to a maximization problem that an individual from generation

solves, when old, after the realization of a
t+1 

becomes known to him in

period t+1. The Lagrangean for this problem is

Max {z
t
[-]a

t+1
+0tB

t+1
+p Max (u

t+1
[-]+E

t+1
z
t+1

[..]a
t+2{nt+1} ilnl

Ict+1,-t+2'

(7)

+
t+1

B ) 
2 

+ 132 Max Et+1(•) + ...1t+ 

{c2,- 
nt+31l

where 0
t

is the Lagrange multiplier that corresponds to the constraint

t+1 
> 0. Since the problem in (7) is solved for a known value of a

t+1
whereas only its distribution is known in the problem of equation (6),

t+j

t+jis generally different than X for all j > 0. The first-order
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condition for B
t+1 

and the constraint qualification corresponding to the

constraint B
t+1 

0, are respectively

+ kl+r )E z [.la +
t 

0t t+1 t+1 t+1 t+1 t+2

t
B
t+1 

0
'

t 
0. (b)

(8)

The primes that are attached to z indicatn first partial derivatives and

the subscript t denotes the generation. If Ot = 0 the individual is not

bequest constrained and equation (8a) determines B
t+1 

as a function of

a
t+1* 

If
t 

> 0, B
t+1 

= 0 -- the individual is bequest constrained -- and

equation (8a) determines O. Fir,- period consumption of

generation t is determined by the condition

u
t
[•] (l+rdEtz 

t[.]at+1 = °

which is obtained by differentiating (6) partially with respect to cl

(9)

The following proposition summarizes the relationship between a
t+1

nod the bequest chosen by the individual.

Proposition 1: (i) For nonbequest constrained old inviduals an increase in

a
t+1 decreases the bequest left.

(ii) For bequest constralaFd individuals the bequest left

does not depend on a
t+1 

and is equal to 7'?70.
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Proof: (i) Differentiating (8a) totally with respect to a
t+1 • 

for the

(10)

dB 
t+1

da
t+1 

ztat+1 
+ P(l+r

t+1
)
2 
z
t+7.

where z
t 

and z
t+1 

are the second partial derivatives of utility from

second period consumption of generations t and t+1 with respect to their

,(icond period consumptions respectively. S ! we ( hese marginal ut II i t ies

decrease z
t 

and z
t+1

are negative and dBt.44/dat+1 < 0.

(ii) For bequest constrained individuals B
t+1 

is identically zero.

It is therefore unaffected by the value of

Q.E.D.

The proposition has a straightforward interpretation. When the

individual lives longer, or is sicker. thnn expected nnd experience!:

therefore an unanticipated increase in the utility from second period

consumption he reacts by decreasing his bequest provided this bequest was

expected to be positive in the first place. If the individual was bequest

constrained to start with, the increase in a
t+1 

does not affect his

behavior since he cannot decrease his bequest below zero. An important

corrolary of proposition 1 is that indivuois who are sicker or live longer

(draw a higher a+1) are more likely to IA: bequest constrained.
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11. The Effect of Uncertainty about Health, and the Timing of Death on
At Towards Debt Financing.

Let

B
t+1 = B(at+1)

be a function that describes the bequest chosen for each value of ain

the absence of the constraint B > 0. In this case 0
t

in equation (Sa)t+1

is always zero implying through (10) that dB
t+1
/da

t+1 
is negative for all

B
t+1. 

This leads to the following proposition.

Proposition 2: In the absence of the constraint Bt+1 > 0 an increase in

a
t+1 

always decreases B
t+1.

Assume in line with conventional wisdom that the individual with mean

longevity is not bequest constrained. More precisely let

B(Etat+i) = B(1) > 0. (12)

By proposition 1 individuals with lower longevity will also be free of

constraints since their desired bequests .are even larger than B(1).

However, some of the individuals with sa;ficiently higher than average

longevity will desire, by proposition 2, to have negative bequests. Since

negative bequests are not within the feasible set such individuals will be

bequest constrained.
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Let a
t+1

be the highest value of a at which an individual

chooses a zero bequest without being bequest constrained. Formally a
t+1

is determined by the relation

0 =
t+1 (13)

Proposition 2 implies that all individuals wfith a
t+1 

> a
t+1 

are bequest

constrained and all individuals with a6.1 < a
t+1 

are nonbequest

constrained. Let am be the maximum possible value of 
at+1. 

We assume

< am
1 (1'1)

which means that there are states of nature for which an individual will be

bequest constrained. The intuition is that when the individual survives

beyond a certain point or becomes very sick, his need for consumption during

old age becomes so great that he wants to borrow against the labor income of

his offsprings. But since, under existing institutions, there is no way by

which he can obligate the labor income of his children he becomes bequest

constrained. Obviously any action that would transfer resources from future

generations in his family to the relatively long-lived or sick old

individual would increase his welfare and his. second period consumption.

Consider now the attitude of a young inzAvidual towards substitution of

debt for taxes at the margin before he knows how long he will live, or how

healthy he will be during old age. He knows that if he draws an a
t+1 

that
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is lower than a
c

he will be indifferent at the margin between debt andt+1

taxes. However, if he draws an a
t+1 

that is larger than ahe will

prefer the debt at the margin. Since he is trying to maximize expected

utility he will prefer debt to taxes as long as, given the current level of

taxes, there are states of nature in which he is bequest constrained with

positive probability. The reason is that a substitution of debt for taxes

does not affect his utility for at4._ < a
c

but it increases it in the- t+1

range a
t+1 

> a
t+1 

making an overall positive contribution to his expected

utility. This is summarized in the following proposition.

Proposition 3: Even a young inaividual that expects .to leave a

Positive bequest prefers debt to taxes as 1g as there are states of nature

in which he survives long enough, or is sufficiently, sick, to be bequest

constrained.

(ii) When those states of nature realize a substitution of debt for

taxes causes an increase in the consumption o' the individual when he is

old.

Proof: Follows from the considerations preceding the proposition.

Proposition 3 and the discussion that precedes it imply that a young

individual will always pefer to substitute debt for taxes up to the point at

which he is not bequest constrained at am (the highest possible realization

of a+1). Beyond this point he is indifferent to further substitution of

debt for taxes. The following discussion makes this somewhat general

NIntement. more precitie and claraten Nome thy. virmvniN Involvvd.
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It can be shown that, given 
at+1. 

and in the absence of the constraint

in (4), the desired bequest, 
Bt+11 

is a morlownically decreasing function

of T
t
. Hence the higher T

t 
the more likely it is that the individual is

bequest constrained for a given . Let T
t 

be the highest value of thet+1

lump sum tax at which a young individual is still nonbequest constrained for

an arbitrarily given a +1. Since B
t+1 

is decreasing in Tt the bequest

that corresponds to T
t 

is zero and T
t 

can be found by substituting

1+1 
. 0,

t 
= 0 and a

t+1 
into the first-order conditions in (8) and (9).

The resulting expressions are

,sui[c
1
] - (l+r)z'[(1+r

t
)(w

t 
- 1 + B

t 
Ila= 0.

t+1

T
* 
+ B

t 
- c

l 
+

t t+1

+ P(l+r E z'[(1+r )(w - T - cl ) - B ]a =0. b)t+1 t t+1 t+1 t+1 t+1 t+2 t+2

(15)

Those two equations determine c
1 

and T
* 

as functions of Noteat+1.
that T

t 
is the critical tax above which a young individual becomes bequest

constrained so that he prefers to substitute debt for' taxes and below which

he is indifferent between debt and taxes. The following proposition claims

that this critical level decreases as a
t+1 

increases.

9
This result is a direct consequence of part (i) of proposition 2 of

CUkierman and Meltzer (1986).
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Proposition AIL: When the longevity of the individual (or his lack of health),

as measured by a+1. increases T
t 

decreases.

Proof: Totally differentiating equations (15a) and (15b) with respect to

a
t+1 

and rearranging

dT
t 

z
t

da
t+1 a

t+1
z
t

which is negative since zt > 0 and zt < O.

Q.E.D.

Proposition 4 states that the level cf trle lump sum tax below which the

individual is indifferent between debt and tax financing and above which he

Prefers debt to tax financing is a decreasing function of his longevity.

Hence

Consider

T*4* T(a 1) and T'(a
t+1
) < 0. (16)

T(am). This is the level of 
T94

that corresponds to the maximum

longevity a
m
. By proposition 4 T(a

m
) < T(a )

t+1
for all a

t+1 
with

positive measure. As long as T > T(am) there is a positive probability

that the young individual will be bequest constrained when old so that a

substitution of debt for taxes increases his expected utility. Only when

debt has been increased sufficiently to reduce the lump sum tax T all the
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way to T(am) will the individual's expected utility become independent from

further substitution of debt for taxes. This leads to the following

proposition:

Proposition 5: Let T(am) be the highest lump sum tax at which the

individual is not bequest constrained when he lives as long as is humanly

possible, and is sick as much as possible. A young individual always

prefers to substitute debt for taxes at any tax that is larger than T(am).

He is indifferent to such a substitution at any T < T(am).

Hence as long as taxes are set at a level which leaves some positive

probability that the individual wi;1 6e Tr,quest constrained when old, he

prefers debt to tax financing of the government budget. Note that this

result is quite general. In particular it obtains independently of whether

the individual is risk averse or not.

IV. Are Government Bonds Net Wealth in the Presence of Uncertain Lifetimes?

Since the number of individuals is large, the distribution of old

individuals by longevity and health can be accurately approximated by the

theoretical distribution of at+1. Assuming for simplicity that individuals

differ only in the realization of their time of death and health this

implies that all old individuals with a
t+1

a
t+1 

are bequest constrained

and all old individuals with a < ac are nonbequest constrained.

Hence a substitution of debt for. taxs ll cause an increase in the

consumption of the first group of individuals implying that for them

government bonds are net wealth. Essentially a substitution of debt for
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taxes enables individuals with relatively high realizations of longevity

(and/or sickness) to increase their consumption when old. How important is

this effect in the aggregate depends en the probability mass of the

distribution of longevity and health above a
C 

. The hiKher is this masst-4-1

the stronger the impact of a substitution of debt for taxes on aggregate

consumption. Hence anything that increases the probability mass above a
t+1

also increases the impact of an increase in debt financing on aggregate

consumption. In particular improvements in medical technology that shift

the distribution of longevity to the right, but require more care to

intain reasonable qual I ty or 11 In when old. increase the size of the
wealth effedt. of government bonds on consumption. Anything that shifts

a
t+1 

down like an increase in current taxes, a decrease in the wage rate or

an increase in the wage rate expected for future generations
10 

increases the

wealth effect of a substitution of debt for taxes on consumption. The same

factors also increase the potency of the crowding out effects of an increase

in the proportion of debt financing on the capital stock.

V. Concluding Remarks

In view of the impeccable logic c.f the Ricardian equivalence

proposition it is surprising to find individuals who, by their own account,

would like to see taxes reduced even if that implies higher future taxes and

10
Those statements are based on proposition 2 of CUkierman and Meltzer

(1986).
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even if they are likely to leave a positive bequest. This note proposes one

resolution of this seeming paradox.
11

Given his wealth an individual may be

highly likely to leave a positive bequest. However, if there is a positive

probability that he lives long enough or gets sufficiently ill to become

bequest constrained he always prefers debt to taxes. This preference can be

thought of as a precautionary motive. The individual wants to have at his

disposition the amount of resources needed to provide for himself in the

most extreme states of long life and or i.11ness. If those states do not

realize he leaves some of those resources to his child, but if they do

realize he is well prepared in the facc of adversity. This implies that

some of the bequests actually left to children may be unintentional in the

sense that had the individual known in advarK:e that his life would be short

and healthy he would have saved less for old age.
12

11
It also provides, within the original Barro (1974) framework, a

theoretical rationale for studies like that of Modigliani (1987) who find

empirically that the wealth effects of government debt are not nil.

1
2This feature is shared by many recent models without a bequest motive.

Examples are Abel (1985), Blanchard (1925) and Eckstein, Eichenbaum and

Peled (1985)) when annuity markets or other forms of insurance are

unavailable. But uncertain lifetimes may also create the opposi.te kind of

miss in which the individual becomes bequest constrained because of high

longevity or poor health -- which is the focus of this note. In summary, if

the individual dies sufficiently early riuring retirement he leaves a

positive bequest, some of which may be unintentional. If he dies

sufficiently late he leaves a zero bequest although he probably would have

liked to leave a negative bequest.
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The scope of this result transcends the particular features of the

separable utility function and of the overlapping generations model used to

illustrate it. In particular if utility is not separable in first and

second period consumption it will still be true that the individual will

normally be bequest constrained in some states of nature. But the mapping

from states of nature into whether the individual is bequest constrained or

not will be different. Since all that is needed is that the individual be

bequest constrained in some states of nature, the main result of this note

is robust to non separability of the utility function as long as there is a

positive, however small, probability tlInt the individual will find himself

effectively constrained during old age. The presence of uncertainty about

the rate of return on wealth increases the likelihood that this probability

is positive. Feldstein (1986) has recently made a similar point in the

context of uncertainty about second period income for a two-periods model

13
An extreme example of a case in which the iDdividual finds himself bequest

constrained because of this additional uncertainty is when the investments

he made when young turns sour and he loses all his wealth.
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and a logarithmic utility function. In a sense Feldstein's paper and this

one are companion papers since the results in both fundamentally depend on

the existence of states of nature in which the individual is bequest

constrained. But the sources of uncertainty and the levels of generality

differ.

An important, corrolury of the twin refillit or the note iu that. the

crowding out effects of bond financing of the government budget on capital

are likely to become more important as m,Aical science makes progress in

increasing longevity during the inactive years of individuals. This is more

likely if the maintenance of a reasonable quality of life during those years

requires more health care.

Finally the message of this note for political economy models in which

individual preferences affect the level of government debt and deficits

through the political process
14 

is that in the presence of uncertainty about

the timing of death and about health more individuals are likely to vote for

debt financing than in the absence of such uncertainty.

14 
Such a model is considered by Cukierman and Meltzer (1986).
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